Reappraisal of the corticothalamic and thalamocortical interactions that contribute to the augmenting response in the rat.
In urethane-anesthetized rats, low frequency electrical stimulation of the thalamic radiation (TR) evoked an augmenting response in the somatosensory cortex (SCx) which was followed by rhythmic slow waves. The augmenting response mainly consists of the incremental secondary response (II-response). Simultaneously, augmentation also occurs in the ventrobasal nucleus of thalamus (VB) on the late component responses, C- and D-waves, to TR stimulation. The latencies of these augmented responses were shorter for the C-wave and the accompanying unit discharges in the VB relay neurons than for the D-wave and the II-response. We hypothesized that the thalamo-cortico-thalamic reverberating circuit was crucial in generating the augmenting response in the SCx. To test this hypothesis, an attempt was made to block temporarily the corticothalamic glutamatergic transmission by means of microinjections of kynurenate (KYN), an antagonist of glutamate, into the VB with a dose of more than 2 mM. This local procedure blocked all of the augmenting phenomena completely with a full recovery after the duration that depended on the dose of KYN. Besides, in the stage of complete blocking of the II-response to the test TR stimuli, the augmentation was able to be restored by adding a short train of high frequency TR stimuli that mimicked a burst discharge of VB relay neurons. These results in support of the hypothesis would reappraise the functional significance of the reverberating circuit in augmentation that has recently been controversial.